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Footwear features

Footwear terminology
Terminology used to describe parts of a shoe
The following is a list of terms used to describe parts of the shoe. Some terms refer to parts
that all shoes have such as the sole, while other terms may only apply to certain types or
style of shoes (for example an apron).
Shank: A piece of metal inserted between
the sole and the insole lying against the arch
of the foot

Apron: A layer over the top of the vamp
Back Strap: A strip down the rear of the upper
Base Insole: Attached, non-removable part
inside the shoe where the whole of the foot
stands

Sole: The front part of the underside of the
footwear
Stiffeners: Inserted between the lining and the
quarters to stiffen the heel area

Collar: A padded strip at the top of the quarters
Eyelet: A reinforcement to holes to allow laces
to go through

Tabs: They are at the bottom of the facings
where the quarters are attached to the vamp

Facings: The area where eyelets or VELCRO
straps are attached

®

Toe Cap: A separate piece of leather over
the toe area

Heel: The rear part of the underside of the
footwear

Toe Puffs: Placed between the vamp and the
lining to make the toe stand up

Heel Counter: The rear part of the upper

Tongue: Piece of leather under facings

Heel Seat: The part of the base insole where
the heel of the foot stands

Topline: Full length of the top of the upper
where the foot is inserted

Inlay: A removable insole that covers the
base insole

Top Piece: Top part of the heel which touches
the floor

Lining: The inside of the upper

Upper: The complete top part of footwear

Mock Welt: A strip all way around edge of
footwear between the upper and the sole

Vamp: The front section of the upper.

Outer: The outside part of the upper
Pull Loop: A loop usually at the top of a boot
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Quarter: The side and rear section of the upper
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Last types
The first step in creating well-fitting shoes is to select a last shape which
matches as closely as possible to the shape of the foot. FitzKidz lasts
come in three different specifications.

Rehabilitation lasts are available in five width fittings and
feature extra space around the front and instep areas of the
foot to accommodate stock or custom orthoses such as insoles.
The five width fittings are:
• Extra narrow
• Narrow
• Medium
• Wide
• Extra wide

Oversplint lasts come in a plantar grade orientation with no heel
pitch and a straight heel counter (90° degree angle).
Indications for use:
• To accommodate AFOs or other splints such as DAFOs
• Adaption to sole unit required with AFOs or other splints
• Oversized feet requiring extra width and/or depth
• To accommodate an inner shoe such as Rainier boot or ankle
brace such as JumpStart Bunny.

Anti-varus lasts, sometimes named reverse lasts, have extra
depth and 8 degree forefoot abduction. They have a corrective
3 point pressure system: medial heel, lateral midfoot and medial
forefoot. Their purpose is to maximise control of the forefoot with
accommodation for functional insoles, where required.
Indications for use:
• CTEV (clubfoot) or metatarsus adductus
• Post-operative treatment
• Significant varus adduction of the foot
• To encourage abduction of the mid and forefoot
• To improve toe-off

Upper styles
The three main components to consider when selecting the upper are:
• Type of opening
• Upper height of the shoe
• Type of fastening
Opening
We offer two types of opening depending on the style:
Standard opening shoes have an opening similar to
footwear you would buy in a normal retail outlet.
Low opening shoes are designed to have the tab
stitched far lower to ensure ease of opening. This
allows the patient to easily don and doff the shoe.
Upper height
The height of the upper is not just based on style: choosing the correct height
is essential in the functionality of the footwear.
Low upper height footwear
generally referred to as
shoes. The top of the collar
sits under the ankle joint.

Standard upper height
footwear extends further
above the ankle bone for
extra stability.

Standard upper height
footwear covers the
ankle bone increasing
the stability.

European upper height
footwear is 25mm higher
than H3 for maximum
stability.

Fastening
The fastenings are an integral part of the footwear and we offer four options as outlined
below, depending on style. As we manufacture all of our FitzKidz footwear in-house, we
can offer these fastening options at no additional costs.
VELCRO® fastenings
extend the full length of
the facing. They are a
good option for restricted
dexterity.

Eyelet & ski hook
fastenings are used in
combination for restricted
dexterity.

Eyelet & VELCRO®
a fashionable fastening,
also used in combination
for restricted dexterity.

Eyelet fastenings are
the traditional lace and
eyelet combination
extending the full length
of the facings.

Shank adaption options
The shank stiffener provides structural integrity to the mid foot section of the shoe
and provides additional support to the arch of the foot. FitKidz offers three shank
stiffening options, and our full sole shank and full length shank are manufactured
from a specialised carbon composite. As standard, FitzKidz shoes come with a mid
foot shank.
Mid foot shank gives mid foot
stability and sagittal plane arch
support.

Full length shank extends
beyond the metatarsal joints
to help restrict toe walking.

Full sole shank extends across the
entire plantar surface of the shoe.
Restricts extension of MTP joints to
reduce toe walking.

Heel stiffeners
We offer three types of heel supportive stiffeners. They are contained within the heel counter
of the shoe, providing control and support to the orientation of the heel within the shoe.
Stability:
Our stability stiffener comes as standard with H1 and has a stiffener
trimline below the malleoli.
STABILITY
STABILITY
STABILITY
STABILITY

Extra stability:
The extra stability stiffener comes as standard with H2 and H3 uppers
and has a stiffener trimline just above the malleoli.
EXTRA STABILITY
EXTRA STABILITY
EXTRA STABILITY
STABILITY
EXTRA

High stability:
The high stability stiffener comes as standard with H4 uppers and goes
all the way up to the collar.
HIGH STABILITY
HIGH STABILITY
HIGH
HIGH STABILITY
STABILITY
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Sole types
The sole unit is the foundation on which the shoe is built. The correct sole unit
needs to provide a balanced combination of distal postural stability and controlled
mobility. FitzKidz offers a range of four sole unit designs to match the therapeutic
need of the child.

Commando sole units are
designed for high activity.
Our commando sole unit comes
with 12mm heel pitch, toe roll
and a large surface contact area
between the shoe and ground.
The sole construction provides
robust durability for high levels
of activity and shoe sole wear.
The enhanced toe roll provides
unimpeded mobility for sagittal
plane.
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Wedge sole units are intended
for mid foot skeletal stability.
Our wedge sole comes with
a 12mm heel pitch and large
surface contact area between the
shoe and ground. The wedge sole
construction provides enhanced
stability to the mid foot area.
The enhanced toe roll provides
unimpeded mobility for sagittal
plane progression during terminal
stance phase.

Sneaker sole units are designed for
maximum distal stability.
Our two choices of sneaker soles
come with minimal heel pitch and
toe spring providing maximum
surface area contact between
the shoe and the ground.
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Traction sole units come with
minimal heel pitch, toe roll and
large surface contact area
between the shoe and the
ground. The enhanced toe roll
provides unimpeded mobility for
sagittal plane progression during
terminal stance phase.

Listening to your feedback
At FitzKidz we are continually evolving our product range,
listening to feedback from clinicians and users alike.
Our lasts
All measurements on our lasts follow the same tried and tested formula, however we have
shaped the heel and malleoli areas to give an optimum contoured fitting around the ankle.

Our footbeds
All of our footwear now comes with two pairs of
Memopur® footbeds. Memopur is a very finely
structured, open-cell polyurethane foam,
specially developed for use in the footbed to
ensure optimum pressure distribution.
The high-quality material
achieves a restoring force of 96%.
The possibilities for processing and
its properties make it an excellent
material for insoles.
A pair in low density shore 17 and
a second pair in medium density 35
are supplied as standard with every
pair of shoes. All of our footbases are
anatomically shaped to offer premium
comfort and support to our shoes.
Footbeds can be removed to give 3mm
extra allowance.

Manufacturing method
FitzKidz shoes are availabile either with cement construction or Veldtschoen
construction, also known as ‘stitchdown’.
The name Veldtschoen translates from Dutch to mean field shoe. It was created with
the theory that if the leather of the upper turns outwards rather than inwards, it would
direct unwanted debris and water away from the foot instead of inside the shoe. With this
method of construction, the upper is turned outwards and stitched directly to the mid-sole
– as opposed to wrapping underneath the insole – making it a very durable solution.
Veldtschoen construction is popular for its excellent durability, comfort, and attractive
appearance. For orthopaedic footwear it can also look more cosmetic as the depth of the
shoe is hidden.
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Leather outsole
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